The Chapel, Barrow on Trent
Following disagreements about the way services were
presented in St Wilfrid’s Church, the Sale family broke
away and built this Chapel in 1839 naming it ‘The Bethel
Chapel’. The Chapel was to be held:
“On behalf of a certain Society or Congregation of
Protestant Dissenters of the Independent
denomination” (Trustee document)
There were never many worshipers and gradually the
building deteriorated. In 1915, Joseph Hoult of the
Manor House, a fervent Methodist took over the Chapel,
eventually buying it in 1935. The Methodists held their
services there until it was sold into private hands in
1999

The Chapel

The chapel was built on marshy land known as the
‘Meer’. It was built upon pillars and the arches thus
formed are partly brick and partly stone. This raises it
above the Mere and the land around it which floods
when the river is high. The chapel was very soundly
built with walls 16 inches thick with an internal gallery,
and could seat 110 worshipers – though it appears that
they never had that size of congregation.

Chapel with Pillars

Despite the many religious disagreements there were
between the families in the village, when it came to
displaying respect where respect was due, the church
and the chapel both display the same memorials,
including this plaque in memory of those killed in the
First World War

The building of the Chapel did not please
everybody. The owners of the Hall on the opposite side
of the road, were staunch Catholics and it was
rumoured that the bullet hole to be seen above the door
was thanks to a member of the family objecting to the
Chapel’ presence.
“A young man resident at Barrow Hall, the grounds of
which are on the opposite side of the road, shot at the
Memorial Stone with his gun, and the incidents can still
be seen on the Stone”. Derby Telegraph 1949.

Gunshot above the Chapel entrance
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